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Singapore fashion showcased in South Korea 
 
#SGFASHIONNOW, a special exhibition dedicated to Singapore fashion and presented by the 
Asian Civilisations Museum (ACM), is in its third edition this year. 
  
Unlike the last two years, this exhibition is held overseas for the first time in the Asian fashion 
hub of South Korea. In this week's "Beauty No Less", we invite two LASALLE students  
involved in the year-long planning of the event to share with us behind-the-scenes snippets. 
 
The #SGFASHIONNOW exhibition that is currently taking centre stage in Busan showcases 
outstanding works created by 27 Singapore designers. This is the biggest #SGFASHIONNOW 
show, following its last two editions. 
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Besides the luxurious pieces created by well-known designers like Andrew Gn and Benny Ong, 
you can also spot some emerging labels, such as Esh as well as Youths in Balaclava which has 
been a fixture at the Paris Fashion Week in the last few years. 
 
Brian Loh and Pearlsi Tan, who are fans of street culture, are the brains behind the injection of 
youth and vitality into the event concept this year. When they decided to take on the task of 
planning #SGFASHIONNOW, the first thing that occurred to them was that since this show 
would take place overseas with help from the Korea Foundation, besides telling the fashion 
story of Singapore, they wanted to also display the ordinary human side of Singaporeans. 
 
Said Loh: "In the last two exhibitions, the emphasis was on Singapore designers or avant-garde 
or traditional designs. Pearlsi and I discussed this and we felt that the common trend language 
of the young people today is street fashion. The Koreans may have heard of some of our labels 
but they don't know they come from Singapore. This was a good opportunity to let them 
understand. We proposed our idea to ACM and we were lucky to receive their support on this." 
 
Loh is currently a student in LASALLE’s BA (Hons) Fashion Media and Industries programme. 
To prepare for this special exhibition, Loh and Tan spent a lot of time collecting information, 
visited some 10 local designers and shot videos to comprehensively present their design 
philosophy. 
 
"Through interviewing designers, I discovered many interesting details. For example, Esh 
designer Esther shared with me that one of her collections had exceptionally many pockets and 
the inspiration came from our National Service uniform. Another designer told me that he likes 
to add features that are characteristic of Singapore, such as sarong and Peranakan 
architecture, into his street apparels. In short, this is an eye-opening and fruitful experience." 
 
The #SGFASHIONNOW special exhibition is being held at the KF Asean Culture House, Busan, 
from Aug 10 to Sept 29. It will travel next to Seoul where it will open from Nov 21 to Jan 31, 
2024. 
 
Event planning challenges 
 
It was an immense challenge to plan such a large-scale show overseas. Loh said that they were 
lucky to have an ACM representative and a lecturer from LASALLE's School of Fashion to guide 
and assist them, so that they could keep their focus on how to present the show. The exhibition 
has three main themes: "Craftsmanship", "Urbanite" and "Innovation in Tradition". Of the three, 
"Innovation in Tradition" proved the most challenging to curate. 
 
"Be it traditional ethnic clothes or trendy clothes influenced by traditional culture, they all 
seemed to fall under ‘Innovation in Tradition’. So our challenge was to project their uniqueness 
more distinctively," said Loh. 
 
Besides this, despite a long chain of e-mails exchanged with the Korean side in the course of 
planning, when the duo arrived in Busan in August to survey the venue, more challenges 
awaited as they had to adjust their plans according to the actual situation. Tan noted that they 
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had assumed that to hold an exhibition, all they needed to do was to find a suitable location. But 
in reality, the planning of how the visitors should tour the exhibition was also very important.  
 
"To give visitors a more holistic experience, we must consider the integrity, such as space, 
aesthetics, narration and how to display, and all these will affect one another. This is a very 
good learning experience for the two of us," said Tan. 
 
Korean stars also wear Singapore labels 
 
To allow South Korean visitors to further resonate with the labels, Loh and Tan specially curated 
Singapore urban labels supported by Korean celebrities for their "Urbanite" showcase. For 
example, 2NE1's rapper CL had worn a Harry Halim and G-Dragon had been spotted in The 
Salvages's streetwear, according to Loh. 
 
About #SGFASHIONNOW 
 
#SGFASHIONNOW was started in 2021 during the Covid-19 pandemic by the Asian 
Civilisations Museum, Textile and Fashion Federation (TaFF) and LASALLE College of the Arts. 
The special exhibition brings together multiple collaborators to create this Singapore fashion 
platform. Through the works of local designers, the idea is to reflect the contemporary fashion of 
Singapore and explore the role of fashion in Asia's historical culture to enable visitors to rethink 
the cultural identity of Singapore. 
 
Since the first show, LASALLE'S BA (Hons) Fashion Media and Industries students have 
always taken the important role of planning the event. 


